News and Events

There are currently no scheduled events.

The Carolina Union stands in solidarity with the Asian American community and denounces all hate crimes against Asian Americans.

Standing in solidarity with the Asian American community
The Carolina Union stands in solidarity with the Asian American community and denounces all hate crimes against Asian Americans. The rise in violence against Asian Americans continues to grow with the tragic shootings in Atlanta, Georgia and the attacks in San Francisco, California. The Carolina Union creates safe, inclusive, and educational experiences for our community. We value and respect the diversity of our students and staff. We will continue to fight for racial justice in our community.

Here are resources that can provide some support during this difficult time:
- Asian American Center: aac.unc.edu
- University Office for Diversity and Inclusion: diversity.unc.edu
- Dean of Students: odos.unc.edu
- Counseling and Psychological Services: caps.unc.edu
- Student Wellness: studentwellness.unc.edu

For Employees:
- Employee Assistance Program:
  hr.unc.edu/benefits/work-life/eap

Links to resources:

Asian American Center [2]
University Office for Diversity and Inclusion [3]
Dean of Students [4]
Counseling and Psychological... [5]

Read More [1]

First Day of Reservation training series set for April [6]
The Office of Event Services is offering a new training series dedicated to providing details on scheduling spaces, policies and their services.

**The First Day of Reservations is on April 22.** This training allows viewers the opportunity to get to know the Event Services team, the 25Live scheduling system, and Event Services operations.

The following trainings will be offered in April:

**Event Capabilities ? April 6th, 12-1 pm EST**

Link: [https://zoom.us/j/96458642913](https://zoom.us/j/96458642913) [7]

Topics...

**Let’s Go Heels! and #BeatDukeBeatCOVID** [8]

It’s almost game day Tar Heels and with that a reminder to enjoy the game while staying safe. COVID-19 doesn’t take a timeout, and neither should you this game day. Remember to be safe as you watch UNC basketball take on the Blue Devils this weekend? avoid large gatherings and practice the three Ws.

- WASH your hands
- WAIT 6 feet apart
- WEAR a face mask

Looking for ways to celebrate during the game? Watch the game in small groups or take part in... [9]

Read More [8]
Carolina Together: Updated Testing Hours at the Union

The Carolina Union is serving as a Carolina Together testing site this semester for regular asymptomatic testing. Please read all the details below before coming to the Union to ensure an easy and safe experience.

WHO: This semester, all undergraduate students living on campus and in Chapel Hill or Carrboro are required to participate in regular asymptomatic evaluation testing. Graduate students accessing campus or living with more than 10 people will also participate in regular testing. Students in Heath Professions programs where daily symptom checks are required should check...
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